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Project Overview

PROJECT STATEMENT
Our goal is to educate mothers on instilling
healthy mobile technology habits in children.
We will do this by raising awareness in the
mothers on the potential harm of mobile
technology toward children, presenting
information to the mothers on the subject,
and then spurring the mothers to take
action and change the way they utilize
mobile technology with their children.
Project Learning Outcomes
A) explored a design strategy
B) developed a concept,
C) implemented a design.
This entailed defining project goals and
objectives, identifying a need/problem
and developing an action plan to create
a solution, and utilizing design methods
(including AEIOU, Affinity Diagramming,
Behavioral Mapping, Design Audits,
Concept Mapping, Content Analysis,
Content Inventory/Audit, Contextual Design,
Generative Research, Image Boards).We also
learned to ideate and evaluate problem
spaces, define users and stakeholders, define
performance criteria, create Gantt charts,
establish key communication attributes and
identity studies, produce scenario-based
ideations and storyboard narratives, create
personas, create task flows, create wireframes
and style frames, and diagrammatically
visualize an entire design system.
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Youth and Technology
Bennett Nestok
Christina Holtkamp
Meg DiRutigliano
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EDUCATING PARENTS ON INTRODUCING
MOBILE TECHNOLOGY TO CHILDREN

Helping Parents Instill Healthy
Tech Habits In Children
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First-time mothers.

DESIGN PROBLEM
ITERATIONS

now

educating mothers on instilling
healthy mobile technology habits
in children

Our group started out with the design problem of youth and technology. However, this
issue was very broad as it covered all kinds
of other issues such as health, development,
family life, as well as many others.

What do we mean by “unhealthy”?

We refocused our design problem to be more
narrow so that we could focus in one issues.
We narrowed the issue on ‘Helping parents
instill healthy tech habits in children.’ However, we learned that in order to successfully
solve our problem, we need to define what we
meant by the term “healthy” and “unhealthy”
habits.

3.

What do we mean by “healthy”?

Our team eventually settled on the problem
statement of ‘Educating mothers on instilling
healthy mobile tech habits in children.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Behavior that is beneficial to one’s physical
or mental health, often linked to a high level
of discipline and self-control) is acquired
when we are consistently making healthy
choices as part of our regular behavior.
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Ages 5 and under.

6.

7.

Mothering and Mobile Technology

Using tablet as a c onversation starter
Setting a time limit of two hours per day
Learning with a parent
Complete one education lesson/level
per day (60 minutes of play)
Switch between screen activites (smart
device) and other tactile activities.
Many sources advised w
 aiting until a
child isthree years of age before exposing them t o the “world’s favoritepass
time”
Sitting with iPad 5 to 40 degrees below
line of vision (reduce neck and spine
pain/deform)

1.
2.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Unsupervised screen time with smart
device
Using backlit display (smart device)
before bedcan interupt sleep process
Not communicating or building relationships
Child throws Tantrums when its timeto
put the deivce away
Constant play-not self-sufficent.
Using backlit display (smart device)
before bed can interupt sleep process
Lonliness / unable to dealwith feelings
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RESEARCH
Bennett Nestok – Interaction
Rachel Lee –  Print
Christina Holtkamp – Print
Meg Dirutigliano –  Print

TOP
Created a survey for
parents to gain a better
understanding of how
parents and children
interact with technology,
how parents discipline
their children.
LEFT
Iterations while creating
our survey for parents.
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Research

RIGHT
Created mind maps around
the issue the broad issue
of children and technology
in order to understand the
broad scope of our project.
We separated the issue
into 5 categories: Safety,
Education, Family
and Relationships,
Communication, Types of
Technology, and Health.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Our team used both qualitative and quantitative research
methods during the research phase of our project. We
read through various articles and sources in addition to
surveying parents about their use of technology in the
home. We also created mind maps to help us organize
our thoughts and focus in on a design problem.

•

Validation Through Research

Hypothetical Communication Design Issues

•

Young children are more likely to
master tech skills than life skills.

•

While 58 percent of two to five year old can play a
computer game, only 43 percent can ride a bike.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Of children in that age group, 10 percent
can use a smart phone application, while
only 9 percent can tie their shoes.

Fall Semester 2013

Mothering and Mobile Technology

Research

Major Insights:
•

Of parents surveyed, over 80% watched television
and used and iPad or tablets with their kids.
60% used smartphones with their kids.

•

Over 70% of parents surveyed used time
out as their main form of discipline.

•

“Children are exposed to a lot more and expected to
be comfortable with technology for school earlier.”

•

Over 60% of parents indicated that they use
mobile technology ‘Very Often’ in the home.

•
•

“Considerably more technology tools - good in
terms of interactive learning, but I am concerned
about damage to eyesight and attention span”

Over half of parents indicated that they’ve notice
behavioral issues with their child(ren)s technology
use (i.e. attention, withdrawn, obsession)

•
•

Children “who watched more than three hours
of television, videos, or DVD’s a day had a higher
chance of conduct problems, emotional symptoms
and relationship problems by the time they were
7 than children who did not. - New York Times

“It’s a balance - if they are healthy and
stimulated through both technology and
personal interaction, I don’t seem the harm.”

•

“Yes it needs to be limited. Technology can be a
great learning tool, but unsupervised access can
lead to children viewing inappropriate material.
Children can also become easily obsessed and
lose interest in other activities such as outdoor
play, reading books, playing with toys.”

•

GRCD 3010 Design Methodology 1

Communicating with kids
Making children realize why we are doing this
Parents are already busy enough
Motivating parents to read our information
Balancing scare tactics and valuable information
to avoid drastic positive/negative reactions.

“Yes it needs to be limited. Technology can be a
great learning tool, but unsupervised access can
lead to children viewing inappropriate material.
Children can also become easily obsessed and
lose interest in other activities such as outdoor
play, reading books, playing with toys.”

•

Process Document

“But experts agree” that “talking (or even drawing
with crayons) is better than zoning out over an
iDevice, both for developing social skills and even
learning to cope with or grow from boredom.”

“Screen time can be bad for young children,
but it’s not all terrible news for parents who rely
on tablets to occupy their offspring.” - Peter
Weber, author of Is the iPad bad for children?
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LEFT
Showing how children are
becoming obsessed with
technology at younger
and younger ages.
iPads and smartphones
are the new toys for a
lot of children and it’s
becoming a major issue.

RIGHT
A mother tries to use
your iPad while her son
throws a Tantrum.

TOP
Mother explaining to her
son why using the tablet is
a privelege and not a toy.
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IDENTIFYING USERS

Her hobbies include taking her kids to the
park, watching movies, playing games with
her kids, and staying connected with old
friends via Facebook.
She and her friends like arranging play dates
for their kids. Janes’ family keeps a television in their living room, their bedroom, and
Michael’s bedroom. She and her husband
typically keep their living room TV on in the
background while they do activities around
the house and the kids are playing.

Children (secondary):

After interviewing mothers, we
created personas to help our
audience relate to others who are
facing the challenges (see left).

•

Interested in the technology

•

Lack education on the
subject of technology

•

Need to learn how to use technology

•

Technology affects their development

•

(Shapes their habits/boredom/
attention span)

We specifically wanted to focus on first
time mothers as our primary target
audience because they are the ones that
are most familiar with parenting and still
learning how to discipline their children.

JANE

29-year-old Caucasian
Married with two boys Alex (1) and Michael (4)
and two dogs.
Hometown: Cincinnati, OH
Education: BS in Nursing, RN
Profession: Nurse, St. Elizabeth Healthcare,

In order to understand our primary
audience, we interview several young
mothers to understand the issues they
face with their children using technology.
They all admitted it was issue they’ve faced
at some point while parenting. All of the
mothers we interviewed, indicated that
children’s use of technology is a rising
issue that needs to be addresssed.

preschool twice a week. His preschool does
not use computers or iPads for 3- and 4-yearold education. When her son is not at school,
Jane watches her two boys at home Monday
through Thursday while her husband takes
classes and works part-time.

Parents (primary):

Michael is very curious about new technology.
He likes watching TV shows and using his iPad
for games like Angry Birds. He has a child’s
iPad with no Internet access, which he uses for
reading new books and learning games. When
he gets bored in the car, Michael typically asks
to watch Youtube videos and play games on
his parents’, grandparents’, and aunts/uncles’
cell phones.

•

With children daily

•

Choose which toys they can play with

•

Invest the most time/money
effort into their child

•

The ones teaching their children habits

They keep one family computer in the living
room. They allow their 4-year-old to watch
his favorite YouTube videos with a limit of
one hour every day. Her 4-year-old goes to
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METHODOLOGY
Bennett Nestok – Interaction
Rachel Lee –  Print
Christina Holtkamp – Print
Meg Dirutigliano –  Print

TOP
Our solution would
facilitate conversations
between mothers and
children about the safety
and privileges of using
mobile technology.

RIGHT
Our ideal solution would
prompt mothers to take
action when it comes to
disciplining their kids and
setting screen time limits.

LEFT AND ABOVE
Demonstrating healthy
interactions of screen
time use between
mothers and their kids.
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INTENT OF DESIGN SOLUTION
To raise awareness:
in mothers on the prevalence of unhealthy
mobile technology screen-time habits
in children, which are often the results
of poor/uninformed parenting.

To present information:
on the subjects of parenting and
mobile technology, urging mothers to
work toward better mothering when
it comes to mobile technology.

To suggest action:
in the mothers, prompting them to adopt
different habits when it comes to mothering
and mobile technology, including allowing
mobile technology in child’s life.

Tone:
Enlightening, educational, primarily targeting
parents, secondarily targeting children
Tactic:
Positivity, teaching parents
to lead by example
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SYSTEMIC RELATIONSHIP:
MEDIA COMPONENTS

awareness (print campaign)

mother sees print ads / billboard

mother sees site, sees video

mother downloads app
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ADDRESSING THE
DESIGN PROBLEM
Print:
We addressed the design problem by
designing a magazine ad and large billboard
that alert parents about the increasing
problem of child obession with electronic
devices.

Time:
We addressed the design problem by
creating a video that features a satisfied
customer discussing the effectiveness of the
interactive application, prompting mothers
(through factual information and emotional
appeal) to download the app.

Interactive:
We addressed the design problem
by creating custom schedules for the
mothers (based on individual results)
that will help them adopt different habits
when it comes to mobile technology.
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IDEATION
Bennett Nestok – Interaction
Rachel Lee –  Print
Christina Holtkamp – Print
Meg Dirutigliano –  Print

TOP LEFT
General ideation and
brainstorming around our
design solution using the
research we had gathered.
It helped to get our ideas
out on paper so that we
could share and organize.
BOTTTOM LEFT
Scenario based
ideation (see scenarios
pg. 26 and 27)
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ABOVE
Card sorting exercise. We
created cards with different
places that people might
seek out information such
as friends, family, classes,
social networks, etc. We
met with first-time moms
and asked them to sort
the cards into piles of
places that they would
be ‘Unlikely’, ‘Somewhat
Likely’ and ‘Very Likely’
to go for information
about parenting.
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OVERALL IDEATION
We created cards with different places that
people might seek out information such
as friends, family, classes, social networks,
etc. We met with first-time moms and
asked them to sort the cards into piles
of places that they would be ‘Unlikely’,
‘Somewhat Likely’ and ‘Very Likely’ to
go for information about parenting.

In addition to a card sorting activity,
we did some scenario based ideation,
visual exploration for our brand, such
as logo and concept development.
The scenario based ideation was
really helpful when ideating around a
concept for our motion piece as well.
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TOP LEFT
Scenario demonstrating
how using an iPad or
tablet can cause health
issues such as eye strain
during eye development.
The issue: Child
becomes enthrallled by
moving pictures and
bright colors and their
attention span suffers.

children get outside
and play instead of
using the tablet.
BOTTOM LEFT
Scenario shows the issue
of a child becoming
entranced by an ipad
during a long ride, but this
scenario incorporates an
idea of “reality breaks” that
would cut in during a game
to break kids attention
away from games or apps

to prepare a meal for her
three children of various
age ranges. Then the
phone rings demanding
her attention while the
kids also begging for her
attention. The mother
gives them all devices
to keep them busy.
Unfortunately, the end
result is no one eats dinner.

The conclusion /
assumption: Moderation
leads to high mental/
physical agility when
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RIGHT
The top right scenario
shows a busy mom trying
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SCENARIOS
A scenario is a narrative that explores the
future use of a product from a user’s point
of view, helping design teams reason
about its place in a person’s day-to-day
life. - Universal Methods of Design
Our team created these hypothetical
scenarios to help our audience better
understand our design problem and the
possible issues that come along with
parenting / children’s use of technology.
We created 3 scenarios, each with a
different issue and conclusion. This
method was very helpful in generating
ideas for our design solution. It was also
beneficial later on in the semester when
creating storyboards for our video.
Each scenario begins with a trigger
event, for example a child throwing a
tantrum over an iPad, which sets the
scene and preconditions, and ends with a
resolution of a task by using some kind of
intervention (our eventual tool/design).
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visuals + typography resource

visuals + typography resource: “sunflower”
type font/s + sizes

color palette options
(soft colors)

photography style
(not looking at viewer)

logos

type font/s + sizes

potential displays

color palette options

photography style

Amatic Bold/Brannboll Fet/DaunPenh

Calibri, Cochin, Imprint MT Shadow

Sunﬂower
Sunflower
Sunflower

nanny goat

Discover

the joy

icon style
thunderstorms

potential displays
sunny day

Nanny Goat

of motherhood.

nanny goat

Su
largest

Be your child’s hero...

fend off bad habits

largest

Na

Brandon Grotesque

medium

hi 67˚rain

Sunflower

smallest

smallest

sunﬂower sunﬂower sunﬂower

Mission Statement: Helping
parents instill healthy tech
habits in children with mobile
technology.

sunﬂower sunﬂower sunﬂower
sunﬂower sunﬂower sunﬂower
NOTE: photos are warmly lit, with children and mother
smiling either at each other or by interacting with
mobile technology. Below are photos of sunflowers,
which may be used metaphorically from time to time
(i.e. telling a mother that her child is a sunflower who
needs water and time out in the sun).

sunﬂower sunﬂower sunﬂower
sunﬂower

set a good example

medium

sunflower
sunﬂower sunﬂower sunﬂower

visual inspiration

your kids will follow in your
footsteps

set a good example

Sunflower

As a new mother, you may be worried
about your child’s future use of technology.
This is perfectly natural.

semantics indcator.

GRCD
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visuals + typography resource
information copy + keys

What do we mean by
“healthy?”

By definition, a healthy
habit (a behavior that is
beneficial to one’s physical or mental health,
often linked to a high
level of discipline and
self-control) is acquired
when we are consistently
making healthy choices
as part of our regular
behavior.

type font/s + sizes

color palette options

photography style

Edmondsans/Blanch

branding

Parents and children

App Styles Inspiration
graphics

potential displays

Exisiting style - vector based

Copy

Mino

unplug

connect play

largest

Play!

explore creativity

medium

Screentime

TOP LEFT
Sunflower concept:
This is a more abstract
concept. We explored an
idea that was very soft,
motherly, and nurturing,
with more muted colors
and mothering imagery.

Logo Inspiration

Type Inspiration

TOP RIGHT
Nanny goat concept:
The idea behind this
concept came from that
fact that parents often use
the iPad as a babysitter
or nanny. We wanted to
explore a concept that
was fun and quirky.

BOTTOM LEFT
Mino concept: The
Mino concept uses vey
geometric shapes, bright
colors, and cute imagery.
GRCD
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VISUAL EXPLORATION
Our team explored four very different
concepts for our brand development
and visual style. We eventually agreed
on the name Tantrum, which was
inspired by the reaction children have
when electronics are taken away.

Additional concepts:
Sunflower concept: This is a more abstract
concept. We explored an idea that was very
soft, motherly, and nurturing, with more
muted colors and mothering imagery.
Mino concept: The Mino concept
uses vey geometric shapes, bright
colors, and cute imagery.
Nanny goat concept: The idea behind
this concept came from that fact that
parents often use the iPad as a babysitter
or nanny. We wanted to explore a
concept that was fun and quirky.
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BELOW
Visualization of the
hero’s journey.

RIGHT
Right is a draft of our
storyboard for the
motion piece.

Ordinary
World
Return Back

Call to
Adventure
Refusal of
the Call

Resurrection

Meeting
Mentor

Crossing
Threshold

Road Back

Tests, Allies
& Enemies

Innermost
Cave

Reward
Ordeal
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MOTION PIECE EXPLORATION
Ideation for our motion piece began
based off the hero’s journey which is
a basic pattern that many narratives
from around the world have used.
Essentially, the hero, in this case the
mother, begins in the ordinary world, and
receives a call to enter an unknown world of
strange powers and events. The hero who
accepts the call to enter this strange world
must face difficult tasks and challenges
which they must learn to overcome with
the help of some kind assistance.
The idea for our video was originally sparked
off of this model. It eventually evolved into
a concept for a commercial in which the
mother faces the challenge of her child being
obssessed with technology. She doesn’t
know how to tackle this issue, but then a
friend recommends our tool. She uses our
tool to help her overcome this problem with
her son and eventually develops healthier
habits and can teach her son about using
technology in a healthy moderation.
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1a

2

1b
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FINAL SOLUTION
Bennett Nestok – Interaction
Rachel Lee –  Print
Christina Holtkamp – Print
Meg Dirutigliano –  Print

Lobster Two + Helvetica Neue Ultra-light

Color Palette

Photography Style

Lobster Two

App Landing Page

ABOVE
Billboard advertisement.
We chose a billboard as
part of our print media
so that we could reach
a large audience.

RIGHT
Final branding specifics.

LEFT
Advertisement in a
Parenting magazine.
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FINAL BRANDING
The company name tantrum was inspired by
the reaction children have when electronics
are taken away. Its the action our company
wants to decrease as much as possible.
The tone of our brand is also important.
Tantrum is a comforting, light-hearted,
and encouraging company that wants
families to understand the benefits of
bonding and putting down the iDevices.
Our color palette is a modern refresh of
primary-child-like colors. Changing the
vibrancy of the colors created a fun but
calming effect. The introduction of the
geometric pattern with the bright color
palette continues to give the brand a childlike nature but fun for parents. The angle
of the pattern suggest movement and
that is what we want; change in families.
Lastly, the typography of the word mark.
The chosen style of Lobster typeface in all
lowercase letters gives the logo a youthful
and friendly appearance. The chosen color
of dark gray instead of black also softens the
logo to re-enforce the overall tone. Lastly
the yellow accentuating ring with the white
dot helps carry the soft, child-like tone but
also looks cute and sweet for mothers.
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1. Home
(animates out after 2 seconds)

2. Member Login
(continue without logging in)

3. Create Profile
(and continue)

4. Upload Profile Picture
(and exit)

5. Welcome Screen
(and click ‘Take Assessment’)

Assessment
(7 questions total, 7 screens)
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INTERACTIVE APP
After a few seconds, the home screen
animates out and either the Member Login or
Create Profile page animates in (depending
on whether or not the user is new). Still, the
user can bypass profile creation if so desired.
The Welcome page shows Tantrum’s
mission statement and explains why the
application itself is important, prompting
the user to take the assessment: 7 short
questions that assess the user’s (as well
as the user’s child’s) use of the iPad.
After the assessment the user is given a
Results page that graphically benchmarks
the user’s (and child’s) use of the iPad. The
user can then access the Your Plan page: a
sneak peek version of the full Customized
Plan page (which is accessible only if
logged in). The user then has the option
to print this page for record keeping, or
view the Activities page for ideas on how
to better use the iPad when parenting.

Process Document
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alex’s personal plan

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Unplug yourself from technology
and lead by example.
It’s hard to teach our kids healthy
habits if we don’t develop healthy
habits ourselves.

Unplugging around the house.
Take some time to create digital free
zones around the house and introduce
a “digital curfew” to keep track of the
time and content kids spend using
their devices.

Set clear and consistent rules for
technology use and follow them
whenever possible, to make “no”
easier – even in the middle of a
full-blown temper tantrum.

Phase 4

Phase 5

Phase 6

Setting limits
Can they follow the rules parents have
set, or do they throw a tantrum? If kids
consistently have a hard time tearing
themselves away from the TV, it’s time
to reevaluate their technology access.

Consciously reward good
behaviors, rather than giving in
to bad ones. Engaging in positive
discipline does not mean ignoring
problems. Instead, become actively
involved in helping your child learn
how to handle situations appropriately
while remaining calm and respectful.

Striking a balance
Opt for alternatives to technology
activities. Find great ways to spend
family time together without tech
devices, such as by playing board
games or reading good books.

1

7. Results screen
(and click ‘Get Schedule’)

8. Your Plan (teaser)
(and click ‘Full Schedule’)

9. Full detailed plan if you log in
(and click ‘More Resources’)

LEFT
Example of how
our video could be
displayed and piloted
on our website.

Activities Page gives parents suggestions for
games and activites they can do with their
kids aside from screen time. It also provides
benefits of certain activites, such as improving
fine motor skills, organization, etc.
page 38

Full detailed plan can be printed
(hovering over exit button would
yield modal ‘Print Plan’ pop-up)

Final Solution
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INTERACTIVE APP CONT.
The user would then recieve results
for the assessment with suggestions
for recommended screen times and
explanation of why their child is getting
too much screen time based off of
their child’s age and tech habits.
The user would then recieve an
individualized plan with a suggested
schedule for how they set screen
time limits.
An example of an indivdualize
Phase 1: Unplug yourself from
technology and lead by example.
Phase 2: Unplugging around the house.
Phase 3: Set clear and consistent
rules for technology use.
Phase 4: Setting screen time limits.
Phase 5: Consciously reward good behaviors,
rather than giving in to the bad ones.
Phase 6: Striking a balance.
Activities Page gives parents suggestions
for games and activites they can do with
their kids aside from screen time. It also
provides benefits of certain activites, such as
improving fine motor skills, organization, etc.
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TOP
Mother talks about how her
son (below) loves using her
iPad. She heard about the
Tantrum app from a friend
to help her learn about
setting screen time limits.
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Final Solution

RIGHT
Mother demonstrating
how the app works.
She takes the audience
through the assessment,
her results page, as well
as the activities page.
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TANTRUM VIDEO
Our final video is a commerical that would
be featured on our website. It could also be a
commercial video played between Youtube
or Hulu videos. The commericals could play
during any type of video or show geared
towards young parents and/or mothers
so that we reach our target audience.
The video takes our audience through
an interview with a young mother
who has heard about the app through
a friend. Her son is very interested in
technology, and often asks to play with
her husband’s iPad and and smart phone.
Her friend recommended she check out
this new app called Tantrum to help
learn about setting screen time limits.
She takes the audience through the
steps of downloading the app, taking the
assessment, recieving the individualized
plan, and printing off her results.
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Section 5

Design Methodology 1

PROJEC T REFLEC TION
Bennett Nestok – Interaction
Rachel Lee –  Print
Christina Holtkamp – Print
Meg Dirutigliano –  Print

Project Reflections

PROJECT REFLECTIONS
Challenges we encountered include:
maintaining visual consistency (brand
+ interactive metaphors), not being
too vibrant or flat, drafting copy,
drafting viable activities/links, drafting
adequate questions for assessment
We are proud of achieving visual
consistency, coming up with appropriate
assessment questions based on our
primary research (survey), and using a
visual style suggested by the parents we
surveyed and involved for card sorting.
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